The characteristics of homogeneous boiling in ethanol subjected to rapid heating with a linearly increasing boundary temperature condition have been studied by applying a theoretical model. A finite liquid control volume or cluster at the liquid boundary has been considered in this model where energy is stored due to external heating while some energy is consumed due to bubble nucleation and subsequent growth. A particular state of liquid heating has been defined as the boiling explosion condition when massive scale vaporization causes the liquid sensible energy to decrease. As the size of liquid cluster, two different length scales have been adopted such as, size of a critical vapor embryo (2r c ) and thermal penetration depth t ~. For ethanol heating with initial and boundary conditions identical to those reported in the literature, the model predicts the time of the homogeneous boiling explosion with reasonable agreement with the experiments with the liquid cluster size being assumed to be that of a critical vapor embryo (2r c ); while the consideration of the thermal penetration depth t ~results in late prediction of the occurrence of boiling explosion. However, the temperature at the boiling explosion essentially corresponds to the same for both sizes of the liquid cluster. The obtained results have been presented in terms of the average liquid temperature rise inside the liquid cluster, maximum attainable cluster temperature and time to reach the boiling explosion condition for boundary heating rates ranging from 10 K/s to 10 9 K/s.
Introduction
Due to industrial safety concern together with the development of bubble actuated micro-electromechanical systems (MEMS), thermal inkjet printers, sophisticated drug delivery systems etc. explosive boiling of metastable liquids under rapid heating has become a very interesting topic in current heat transfer research. Many experimentally studies have been done [1] [2] [3] to understand the incipience of bubble generation, the mechanism of boiling nucleation and the effect of bubble coalesces on bulk liquid motion under non-equilibrium heating condition. However experimental determination of the point at which explosive boiling occurs is very difficult and for sufficiently faster liquid heating cases, it is almost impossible. Recently, the authors developed a theoretical model [4] to predict the condition of homogeneous boiling explosion in such cases. In this paper, the same model [4] has been applied to explore the characteristic of homogeneous boiling explosion in ethyl alcohol at atmospheric pressure under a linearly increasing boundary temperature condition that essentially resembles the experimentation of Okuyama et al. [3] . A wide range of boundary heating rate (10-10 9 K/s) has been considered in the present study that essentially includes all types of liquid superheating techniques. The results have been presented in terms of the average liquid temperature rise inside finite liquid control volume or cluster, maximum attainable liquid temperature before boiling explosion and the time required to achieve the boiling explosion condition. 
Nomenclature

Heat Transfer Model for Boiling Explosion
In order to analyze the boiling explosion due to homogenous nucleation during liquid heating at the boundary, a finite size liquid control volume or cluster (x e ) adjacent to the boundary as shown in the Fig. 1 , is considered in this model where heat has been deposited by conduction (q d ), while some of the stored heat in the cluster will be consumed to generate bubbles homogeneously (q c ). 2) The rate of energy consumption in the liquid cluster due to homogeneous boiling, q c (t), can be obtained as follows:
Considering homogeneous nucleation boiling and assuming all of the bubbles generated during different stages of liquid heating grow up independently, G, (t) can be given as:
For the rate of homogeneous nucleation events Carey [5] proposed Eq. (5) that has been graphically demonstrated in Fig. 2 for ethyl alcohol at atmospheric pressure: 
According to Skripov [6] bubble radius at any time t, generated at time t can be given as:
By incorporating the expressions of q d (t) and q c (t) in Eq. (1) further simplification leads to:. 
As indicated by Eq. (7), temperature history as well as the attainment of boiling explosion condition depends (q c (t q d (t)) on the liquid cluster size under consideration. Two different cluster size models have been adopted in this study as follows: i) Size of critical vapor embryo at maximum cluster temperature:
Variation of r c with liquid temperature for ethanol at atmospheric pressure is depicted in Fig.2 ii) Characteristic thermal penetration depth prior to the boiling explosion:
Results and Discussion
Eq. (7) can be solved numerically to determine the boiling explosion condition (dT avg /dt ) from an initial condition, T avg = T 0 with the boundary condition (T = bt) for any liquid cluster size as described by Eqs. (8.1) and (8.2) . For the validation of the model, experimental condition of Okuyama et al. [3] is considered for both the cluster size models. For the temperature dependent vapor generation term, G, (t), necessary thermodynamic properties of ethyl alcohol are evaluated by using the PROPATH software developed by the PROPATH group [7] while for the transport properties, "Thermo-physical Properties Handbook" Edited by the Japan Society of Thermo-physical Properties [8] has been followed.
Model Prediction and Experimental Observation of Boiling Explosion
Figures 3 and 4 depicts experimental observations of micro-scale boiling explosion made by Okuyama et al. [3] while Table 1 summarizes the boiling explosion characteristics as predicted by the model with two different cluster sizes under consideration. As mentioned in Table 1 , with the liquid cluster being equal to the size of the critical vapor embryo at maximum cluster temperature, model predicted time of boiling explosion is within reasonable agreement with experiments in both cases. However, with the liquid cluster being considered as the thermal penetration depth, the model predicted time of boiling explosion lags far behind the experimental observation for both cases. The cluster size in these two models differ roughly by three orders of magnitude, however, the temperature limit at the boiling explosion for both size of the liquid cluster is essentially same indicating that homogeneous boiling phenomena is mainly governed by the liquid temperature. From the above comparison, it is quite evident that a liquid cluster equal to the size of a critical embryo at maximum cluster temperature corresponds to a suitable length scale for homogenous boiling study during non-equilibrium heating. Therefore, this cluster size is chosen for theoretical prediction of homogeneous boiling characteristics for ethanol heating at atmospheric pressure over a wide range of heating such as from 10 K/s to 10 9 K/s that includes different liquid heating technique such as bubble column, droplet superheating and pulse heating etc.
Boiling Explosion Characteristics at Various Boundary Heating Rates
Fig . 5 depicts the temperature escalation inside the liquid cluster during heating of ethyl alcohol at various boundary heating rates from an initial temperature of 20 C. The attainment of the boiling explosion condition occurs earlier with deep penetration in the metastable region at higher boundary heating rates as illustrated in Fig. 6 . The variation in the time of boiling explosion with boundary heating rate is drastic; almost of inverse order of heating rate while that for maximum cluster temperature is about 9 C over the entire range of heating rate. The maximum cluster temperature obtained for various boundary heating rates is very close to the superheat limit of ethanol [9] . The nucleation event rate corresponding to the maximum cluster temperature varies from 10 11 to 10 24 m -3 s -1 which is also agreement with the approximate nucleation rates commensurate with various experimental methods [9] . The boiling explosion conditions predicted by the present model might be compared with the theoretical explosion condition denoted by the upper bound of the evaporative heat flux, q max,max as given by Gambill and Lienhard [10] . 3.14 10 9
The maximum heat flux across the liquid-vapor interface occurs in a bubble which is just generated at a moment prior to the boiling explosion and still in inertia-controlled stage can be obtained as follows: is lower than q max,max . This is because q max,max is obtained with the assumption of no condensation at the liquid-vapor interface while in reality there must be some condensation in parallel with vaporization.
Conclusion
A theoretical model has been applied to elucidate homogeneous nucleation boiling phenomena in ethanol during rapid heating at atmospheric pressure. The present model with a liquid cluster being equal to a critical vapor embryo at the boundary, predicts the time of boiling explosion with close agreement with the experimentation. The liquid superheat limit at the boiling explosion as obtained in the present study is also in good agreement with others. The heat flux condition at the liquid-vapor interface indicates that a much more liquid superheat might be achievable if the liquid would be heated even at much faster rate.
